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Abstract 
A monoid M is called syntactic if it has a disjunctive subset, the latter being defined as a part 
PC M which is not a union of classes of a non-equality congruence on M. The SYNTACTIC 
MONOID problem asks to decide, for an arbitrary finite monoid h4, whether or not M is syntac- 
tic. Our contribution to this problem is twofold: (1) We give an algorithm solving SYNTACTIC 
MONOID for a large class of finite monoids in 0()M13) time (in 0(lM12) if 9 = 3). (2) We 
show that a slight generalization of SYNTACTIC MONOID is NP-complete. This leaves us with 
the SYNTACTIC MONOID problem still open, but with its ‘hard core’ better circumscribed. 
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On appelle un mono’ide M syntaxique s’il admet une partie disjonctive, cette demitre &ant 
dCfinie comme une partie P&M qui n’est pas une r&union de classes d’une congruence sur 
M distincte de l’bgalitir. Le probleme SYNTACTIC MONOID demande de dCcider, pour un 
monoi’de fini M quqelconque, si oui ou non M est syntaxique. Notre contribution B ce problkme 
est double: (1) Nous proposons un algorithme qui r&out le SYNTACTIC MONOID pour une 
large classe de mondides finis en temps O(lM13) (en O(IM12) si $3 = 2). (2) Nous montrons 
qu’une faible gCnCralisation du SYNTACTIC MONOID est un problkme NP-complet. Cela nous 
laisse avec le SYNTACTIC MONOID toujours ouvert, mais avec son ‘noyau dur’ mieux cemC. 
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1. Introduction 
A congruence 8 on a monoid M is said to saturate a subset P of M if P is a union 
of classes of 0, i.e. O(P) = P for f?(P) = UxEP 0(x). 
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Recall that for every subset P of M there is a largest congruence op E Con(M) 
saturating P, gp(P) = P, defined by 
xapy%Va,bEM(axbEP%aybEP). 
The set P is called disjunctive if crp is the equality in M, ap = AM = {(a,a); a E M}. 
Put otherwise, a disjunctive set P is a part of M not saturated by any congruence 
on A4 distinct from the equality. In this case, every non-equality congruence 8 on A4 
contains a pair (a, 6) disjoined by P, that is to say, with a E P if and only if b q! P. 
A monoid possessing a disjunctive set arises naturally in the study of a formal 
language L over an alphabet A, seen as a subset of the free monoid A* over A. The 
congruence a~ on A* is then called the syntactic congruence of L and the associated 
quotient map f : A* --t A*/rs~ takes L to a disjunctive subset P = f(L) of the quotient 
monoid A4 = A*/~L. The latter is called the syntactic monoid of L and appreciated for 
capturing some of the essential properties of the language. For example, L is regular 
(i.e. recognizable by a finite automaton) if and only if its syntactic monoid is finite. 
The reader interested in this aspect of syntactic monoids is referred to [6]. 
It is possible, however, to define a syntactic monoid without mentioning any lan- 
guage, as just a monoid M having a disjunctive subset. It is this property of syntacticity 
and the associated decision problem, the SYNTACTIC MONOID problem, we want to 
deal with here. Our objective is to propose an algorithm deciding whether or not an 
input finite monoid M is syntactic, and, if yes, then producing a disjunctive subset P 
of M. The time necessary will be estimated in terms of n = IMI. 
Considering a single candidate P C M for disjunctive set, we can see immediately that 
our problem belongs to NP. Indeed, the syntactic congruence op can be determined 
in 0(n4) time, by checking for each of the n2 pairs (x,y) whether some of its n2 
translation images (axb,ayb) is disjoined by P. 
Is there any chance to have a polynomial-time algorithm for the SYNTACTIC 
MONOID problem? Probably not, because, as we will see below, a slight general- 
ization makes it NP-complete. The generalization in question comes up quite naturally 
when we reformulate our problem in terms of minimal congruences. 
A congruence M # AM on A4 is called minimal if there is no other congruence p 
properly included between the equality AM and CI, that is, /?C a implies b = a or 
/I = Aicr. 
In a finite monoid M, every congruence 0 on A4 contains a minimal congruence tl, 
c1 c 8, and, if t? saturates P CM then so does CI. Thus, a subset P of M is disjunctive 
if and only if P is not saturated by any minimal congruence on M. 
The family of minimal congruences on M is a pairwise separating family of equiv- 
alences E on the set of elements of M, that is to say, CI fl fi = Au for any two 
distinct a, b E &. The property of a set PC: M of being or not being disjunctive is 
defined directly in terms of & so one may think that the particular way by which 6 
has been obtained is not important. Let us see, therefore, what will happen if we forget 
that d has been derived from a monoid and just keep the property of being pairwise 
separating. 
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Let us call a separator a pair (X, 6) formed by a finite set X and a,pairwise sepa- 
rating family d of non-equality equivalences on X. A subset Y CX is a disjunctive set 
of a separator (X,6?) if no equivalence E E Q saturates Y. The problem of existence of 
a disjunctive set for separators will be referred to as the DISJUNCTIVE SET problem. 
The SYNTACTIC MONOID problem now appears as a restriction of DISJUNCTIVE 
SET to the separators formed by a finite monoid and its family of minimal congruences. 
In a separator (X, 6) of size 1x1 = n we have (&‘I< (;) , because for every pair 
{x, v} there is at most one equivalence tl E & such that xcry. Because of this bound on 
the number of equivalences, DISJUNCTIVE SET belongs to NP. Moreover, we will 
establish in Section 2 that DISJUNCTIVE SET is NP-complete. This result, maybe 
not so interesting in itself, may be seen as a strong indication that the SYNTACTIC 
MONOID problem we are concerned with might be NP-complete, too. The reader is 
referred to [4] for NP-completeness. 
Whether NP-complete or not, we are able to cover a good deal of the SYNTACTIC 
MONOID problem by a polynomial algorithm. We will present in Section 4 our algo- 
rithm SYNTACTIC(M) which decides, for an arbitrary finite monoid M, whether or not 
M is syntactic, and, if yes then furnishes a disjunctive set P 2 M. For a large class 
of finite monoids we call here g-uniform, SYNTACTIC(M) will be shown to perform in 
O(n*) time, provided the minimal congruences on M have been found during prepara- 
tory stage. Since by [3] this stage consumes 0(n3) time, SYNTACTIC MONOID can 
be solved in O(n3) time on the class of %uniform monoids. 
The class in question comprises all commutative monoids, and, more generally, all 
(9 = X)-monoids (defined as monoids in which Green’s relations 9 and ,X coincide) 
so the algorithm may be of practical interest. Moreover, we show in Section 5 that the 
minimal congruences on a (9 = X)-monoid can be found in 0(n2) time. Therefore, 
the time complexity of SYNTACTIC MONOID on the class of (9 = X)-monoids is 
O(n2). 
The monoids for which we are presently unable to establish polynomial time have 
rather complex minimal congruences and probably constitute the ‘hard core’ of the 
SYNTACTIC MONOID problem. 
The algorithm SYNTACTIC(M) is based on a detailed description of minimal congru- 
ences on finite monoids. Though most of it is well known and can be found elsewhere, 
e.g. in [2,3,7], we bring, for the reader’s sake, in Section 3 all of the necessary back- 
ground for the algorithm. 
2. NP-completeness 
The DISJUNCTIVE SET problem is specified as follows: 
DISJUNCTIVE SET 
Instance: A separator (X, 8). 
Question: Is there a disjunctive subset Y C X of (X, a)? 
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Note that only the collection of the non-singleton classes modulo E E 8, denoted by 
class(e), enters into play. The problem already starts to be difficult for separators of a 
very restricted type. 
Theorem 2.1. The restriction of the 
(X,&) such that every equivalence CI 
complete. 
DISJUNCTIVE SET problem to the separators 
E 6 has exactly one non-singleton class is NP- 
Proof. We have already seen that DISJUNCTIVE SET belongs to NP. In order to 
prove it to be NP-complete, we will construct a polynomial-time transformation from 
SATISFIABILITY (of boolean formulas, known to be NP-complete [4]) to DISJUNC- 
TIVE SET. 
Consider a boolean formula in the conjunctive normal form over a set V of variables 
where Cl,..., C,,, is a partition of a finite set C disjoint from the set L = VU{~ v E V} 
of literals, Z, E L, and {(c, E,);c E C} is a function from C to L which is injective 
on each C;. An assignment f : V + (0, 1) satisfies B if for its extension to a boolean 
morphism of the boolean formulas (also denoted by f) we have f(B) = 1. 
Transform the formula B into a pair (X, 8) formed by the set X = L U C U {a}, with 
a $ L U C, and by the family 
F={E”;VE V}U{ &,;C E C} U {Ei; 1 bidm) 
of equivalences on X, defined by 
cluss(e,) = ((0, lo}}, CIUSS(E,) = {{C,llc}}, ChSS(&~) = Ci U {U}. 
Obviously, the equivalences in d are of the type required, pairwise separating, and 
can be constructed in a polynomial time. We will prove that there exists a disjunctive 
set Y CX for (X, 8) if and only if there is a satisfying assignment f for B. 
Let f be a satisfying assignment for B. The set 
Y={lE&f(l)= l}u{CEC;f(lc)= 1) 
is then easily seen to be disjunctive for (X,6). Indeed, for every v E V, the pair 
(v,lu) E cv is disjoined by Y, because {v, yu} = {1,-l} for 1 = v or 1 = TV, and 
1 E Y if and only if -1 Q Y. Further, for every c E C, we have c E Y if and only 
if I, E Y, thus if and only if 11, @ Y, hence the pair (c,~l=) E E, is disjoined by 
Y. Finally, each clause VcEC, I, is satisfied by f, thus every Ci contains some c with 
f (Zc) = 1, that is to say, with c E Y, hence the pair (~,a) E ci is disjoined by Y. 
Conversely, let Y be a disjunctive subset for (X, 8). Since the complement X \ Y is 
also disjunctive, we can assume that a $! Y. We will show then that the assignment 
f defined by f(v) = 1 for v E V if and only if v E Y satisfies B. Indeed, for every 
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u E V, the pair (v,lv) is disjoined by Y, hence for every literal 1 E L, I E Y if and 
only if -1 $! Y. Further, for every i = 1,. . . , m, the set Cj must contain some c E Y, 
for otherwise ai would saturate Y. The pairs (c, lI,) and (lc, -I,) must be disjoined 
by Y, hence 1, E Y, thus f(/,) = 1 and the clause VcEC 1,. is satisfied by ,f. 0 
Theorem 2.2. The restriction of the DISJUNCTIVE SET problem to the separators 
(X,8) such that for every equivalence IY E 8 all non-singleton classes of s( are of size 
two is NP-complete. 
Proof. Again, we transform the formula B into a pair (X,8) formed by the set X = 
L u C U {a}, with a 4 L U C, and a slightly modified family of equivalences 
d={s,;vE ~}U{G,;cEC}U{6;;l~idm}, 
defined by 
cZass(s,) = {{v, TV}}, class(6,) = {{c,a}}, class(&) = {{C,71c};C E Ci}. 
The equivalences in B are of the type required, pairwise separating, and their con- 
struction takes a polynomial time. We will prove that there exists a disjunctive set 
Y CX for (X. 8) if and only if there is a satisfying assignment f for B. 
Let f be a satisfying assignment for B. The set Y = {I E L; f(I) = l} U C is then 
easily seen to be disjunctive for (X, 8). Indeed, for every v E V, the pair (u, TV) E c, 
is disjoined by Y, because {v, TV} = {I, 4} for 1 = v or 1 = TV, and, 1 E Y if and 
only if -I f+! Y. Further, for every c E C, we have c E Y and a e Y thus the pair 
(c, a) E 6, is disjoined by Y. Finally, each clause V ctc, 1,. is satisfied by f, thus every 
C; contains some c with f (lC) = 1, thus with -1,. 4 Y, hence the pair (c, -lC) E 6, is 
disjoined by Y. 
Conversely, let Y be a disjunctive subset for (X, 6). Since the complement X \ Y is 
also disjunctive, we can assume that a +I! Y. We will show then that the assignment 
f defined by ,f(v) = 1 for v E V if and only if v E Y satisfies B. Indeed, for every 
v E V, the pair (v, 1~) is disjoined by Y, hence for every literal 1 E L, 1 E Y if and 
only if 11 $4 Y. Further, for every c E C, the pair (~,a) is disjoined by Y, hence C 2 Y. 
Finally, for every i = 1,. . ,m, there must be a pair (c, -lc) with c E Ci disjoined by 
Y, for otherwise si would saturate Y. Hence I, E Y, thus f(l,) = 1 and the clause 
VcEC, I,. is satisfied by f. 0 
An equivalence E on X is called atomic if it has exactly one non-singleton class and 
the class is of size two. The class of atomic equivalences is the intersection of the class 
of equivalences with exactly one non-singleton class and of the class of equivalences 
whose non-singleton classes are all of size two. 
To every separator (X, &) whose equivalences are atomic we can associate a graph 
G = (X,E) whose edges are the non-singleton classes of the equivalences in &. Clearly, 
there exists a disjunctive set for (X,6) if and only if this graph G is bipartite. Thus, 
in contrast with the two theorems above, we have the following. 
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Theorem 2.3. The restriction of the DISJUNCTIVE SET problem to the separators 
whose equivalences are atomic can be decided in O(n’) time. 
Note that using SAT-3 instead of SATISFIABILITY in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 
and 2.2 would yield the following somewhat stronger statements. 
Corollary 2.4. Consider the class of all separators (X, 8) such that every equivalence 
CI E & has exactly one non-singleton class and this non-singleton class has at most 
four elements. Then the restriction of the DISJUNCTIVE SET problem to this class 
of separators is N&complete. 
Corollary 2.5. Consider the class of all separators (X, 8) such that every equivalence 
u E 8 has at most three non-singleton classes and these non-singleton classes have 
exactly two elements. Then the restriction of the DISJUNCTIVE SET problem to this 
class of separators is NP-complete. 
3. Minimal congruences on finite monoids 
Throughout, A4 designates a finite monoid. 
Given binary relations p, o GM x M, we can form the composite relation pa = 
{(a,c); 3b M(apbac)}, the converse p-’ = {(a, b); bpa}, the preorder closure p* = 
Uith-’ pk, the relation zP = {(uav,ubv);apb, u,v E M} \ AM, formed by the nontrivial 
pairs obtained by translations from the pairs in p. 
The congruence 0 generated by p then can be written as 
e = (zp u Tp’)*. 
A congruence tI generated by a single pair (a, b) is called an elementary congruence; 
it is of the form 
e = bb u z~A*, 
where r&, = rp, p = {(a, b)}. The following is obvious. 
Proposition 3.1. Every minimal congruence CI on M is an elementary congruence 
generated by any one of its non-trivial pairs (a, b) E c1\ AM. 
It is very useful to see how a minimal congruence a is located with regard to Green’s 
equivalence relation 9 on M (cf. [7]). Denote by D, the g-class of a E M. 
Recall that the set of Q-classes M/9 = {D,; a E M}, together with the order defined 
by D, d 06 if and only if MaM C MbM, forms a poset (M/9, < ) called the frame of 
M. For every D E M/B we have the rank rank(D), defined as the maximum length 
of a chain between D and the least element B of the frame (the bottom ?&class). 
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Proposition 3.2. Let CI be a minimal congruence contained in 9. Then there exists a 
unique 9-class D E M/9 such that N \ AM C_ D x D, that is, all non-singleton classes 
of ix are contuined in D. 
Proof. If c! has a generating pair (a, b) E D x D then clearly r,b CD x D, because any 
(c,d) E ‘&b \ (D x D) would be contained in (E x E) for E < D and thus could not 
generate (x. 0 
More generally, a congruence 0 # AM whose non-singleton classes are all contained 
in a single Sclass D will be called a D-congruence. Clearly, every D-congruence 
0 # AM contains a minimal congruence c1 and (because any congruence contained in 
a D-congruence is a D-congruence) c1 is a D-congruence. Therefore, a subset P C M 
is saturated by some D-congruence if and only if P is saturated by a minimal D- 
congruence. 
A congruence 0 not contained in 9 will be called a cross congruence. In order to 
describe the minimal cross congruences we will need the following notion. 
Definition 3.3. Call a cross map any map f : D -+ E between two distinct G&classes 
D, E E MJ9, D # E, such that rank(E)brank(D), f = t,f, and f.f-’ does not contain 
any pair generating a D-congruence. 
A cross map f : D --f E is said to be horizontal if rank(E) = rank(D), and vertical 
otherwise. 
A 2%class D admitting a vertical cross map f : D + E is said to be anchored and 
E is called an anchor of D. 
Proposition 3.4. Every horizontal cross map f : D --f E is a bijection whose inverse 
f -’ : E 4 D is also a horizontal cross map. 
In every vertical cross map f : D + E, E is the unique g-class covered by D in 
the frame. 
Proof. Clearly, if a horizontal map f : D + E is a bijection then its inverse is also a 
horizontal cross map. 
Let f : D -+ E be a horizontal cross map, and let (a, b) E f. Clearly, rob 2 f. The 
two $&classes E and D being non-comparable in the frame, for any u,v E M we have 
uav E D if and only if ubv E E, whence f = t& and f is surjective. If there were 
a non-trivial pair (c, d) E f f -’ then it would generate a D-congruence, thus f is a 
bijection. 
Let now f. : D + E be a vertical cross map, and let (a, 6) E f. Since rank(E) < 
rank(D), &,b contains all pairs (uav,ubv) for U,V E M such that uau E D, whence 
f = &b. The Sclass D is not the bottom Sclass B of the frame, hence there is a 
g-class F covered by D in the frame. There are u,v E M such that uav E F, thus 
(uav, ubv) $2 f = zf = Tab, so it must be uav = ubv and F GE in the frame. Now, 
from rank(D) > rank(E) >rank(F) we conclude that E = F. 0 
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We will denote by Db the unique anchor of D in case there exists a vertical cross 
map f :D+Db. 
The following is straightforward. 
Proposition 3.5. Two horizontal cross maps f : D -+ D’ and g : D’ --+ D” with D # 
D” compose to a horizontal cross map fg : D + D”. 
A horizontal cross map f : D + E and a vertical cross map g : E - Eb compose 
to a vertical cross map fg : D t E b, thus D is anchored and Db = Eb. 
Proposition 3.6. Let f : D ---t E be a cross map. Then for every pair (a, b) E D x D, 
tf (a, b) generates a D-congruence then (f(a), f (b)) generates an E-congruence. 
Proof. If (a, b) generates a D-congruence then (a, b) 4 ff-‘, thus f(a) # f(b). For 
every u,v E M, if uf (a)v $! E then uf (a)v = uav = ubv = uf (b)v, whence the 
assertion. 0 
Proposition 3.7. Let f : D + Db be a vertical cross map. Then for any S C: Db not 
saturated by any Db-congruence, the counterimage f-‘(S) is not saturated by any 
D-congruence. 
Proof. Assume that the counterimage T = f-‘(S) of SC Db is saturated by a D- 
congruence generated by (a, b) E D x D. Then a E T if and only if b E T, thus 
f(a) E S if and only if f(b) E S. The Db-congruence generated by (f(a), f(b)) 
saturates S, a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 3.8. Zf f, g : D + E are two distinct cross maps then f -‘g generates 
an E-congruence. Consequently, tf S C E is not saturated by any E-congruence then 
f-‘(S) # g-‘(S). 
Proof. Let a E D be such that f(a) # g(u). Then for any u, v E M, if uf (a)v +! E then 
uf (a)v = uav = ug(a)v, thus the pair (f(a), g(a)) E f -‘g generates an E-congruence. 
If S G E is not saturated by the congruence generated by f -‘g, then there is a E D 
with (f(a), g(a)) disjoined by S, say, f(a) E S and g(a) 4 S, thus a E f -‘(S)\gg’(S). 
0 
Proposition 3.9. A congruence c( is a minimal cross congruence tf and only tf it is 
generated by a cross map f : D + E. In this case, 
a=f uf-luff-‘uAM. 
Proof. Clearly, the congruence CI generated by a cross map f : D + E is a cross 
congruence, and is of the form a = f U f-’ U ff --] U AM. We will show that it is 
minimal. 
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Any pair (a, b) E f U f -' generates SI, because rUb U zba = f U f -’ . A non-trivial 
pair (c,d) E ff -' cannot generate a D-congruence, thus (uco,udv) E f U f -' for 
some U, v E M and again, (c, d) generates a. Thus, all non-trivial pairs in E generate it. 
Let now a be a minimal cross congruence. Then Y is generated by a pair (a,b) such 
that D, # Db and rank(Db)dr 
Assume that D, and Db are not comparable in the frame. Then for every U, v E M, 
if (c,d) = (uav,ubv) then either c E D, and d E Db, or c = d. Indeed, if D, < D, 
or Dd < Db then (c,d) cannot generate a, thus c = d and D, = Dd. It follows that 
rUb C: D, x Db and, moreover, rank(l),) = rank(Db). 
Clearly, for every c E D, there is a d E Db such that (c,d) E &b. This d is unique, 
because if (c,d),(c, e) E Z,b and d # e then (d,e) would generate a Db-congruence 
properly contained in a. We have shown that r,b : D, + Db is a map. By symmetry, 
rba : & --+ D, is also a map, the inverse of r,b. We conclude that f = Tab is the 
desired cross map generating a. 
Assume now that Db < D,. We show that r’,b C D,, x Db. Indeed, if (c, d) E &b then 
c E D,, otherwise (~,a) would not generate CI. But then also d E Db, for otherwise 
(sct,sdt) with set E Db would be a non-trivial pair gnerating c(. 
As above, we show that f = Tab : D, + Db is a map such that f = Tf. Finally, if 
ff -' contained a pair (c, d) generating a DO-congruence I3 then the latter would be pro- 
perly contained in 2. We conclude that f = &,b is the desired cross map generating 2. 
cl 
The following proposition is now obvious. 
Proposition 3.10. A set P CM is disjunctive if and only iffor every Q-class D, PnD 
is not saturated by any D-congruence, and, for every cross map f : D + E, we have 
P n D # f -‘(P n E). 
Definition 3.11. Let us associate to every a-class D 
a group of permutations Per(D) formed by the identity permutation 10 and all 
permutations n of D which can be written as n = fg for some horizontal cross 
maps f and g, 
the set CZ(D) of Sclasses, called the cluster of D, formed by D and by all Sclasses 
E such that there exists a horizontal cross map f : D + E, 
a family Span(D), called a D-span, formed by the identity permutation 10 and one 
cross map fE : D + E for each E E CZ(D), 
the set Her(D) of all horizontal cross maps f : D -+ E, 
the set Ver(D) of all vertical cross maps f : D + Db, 
the set Mic(D) of all minimal D-congruences, 
the set Sat(D) of all subsets of D saturated by an CI E Mic(D). 
Proposition 3.12. Let D and E be two distinct g-classes of M. Then there exists 
a horizontal cross map f : D + E if and only if Cl(D) = Cl(E). Consequently, iJ 
CZ(D) # Cl(E) then Cl(D) n Cl(E) = 0. 
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If Cl(D) = Cl(E), then every cross map f : D + E is of the form f = nfE for 
TC E Per(D) and fE E Span(D), hence the number of cross maps from D to E is 
equal to JPer(D)I. Zf, moreover, D is anchored then so is E and we have Db = Eb 
and [Ver(D)l = IVer(E)I. 
Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 3.5. 0 
In what follows, let D1, . . . , D, be distinct representatives of the clusters in h4, ordered 
in such a way that rank(Di)<rank(Dj) for i < j. 
Theorem 3.13. A set P 2 M is disjunctive if and only iffor every Di, i = 1,. . . , q, the 
sets (nfE)-‘(P n E) for ‘II E Per(Di) and fE E Span(Di) are 
(a) not saturated by any Di-congruence, 
(b) pairwise distinct, 
(c) and distinct from every set g-‘(P n Db) for g E Ver(Di). 
Proof. Let P CM and E E MJ9. By Proposition 3.12, there is a unique i such that 
E E CI(Di). 
By Propositions 3.4 and 3.6, PnE is not saturated by any E-congruence if and only 
if for every cross map f : Di + E, f -‘(P n E) is not saturated by any Di-congruence. 
By Proposition 3.12, f = zfE for some rc E Per(Di) and the fE E Span(Di). We have 
shown that P is not saturated by any E-congruence if and only if (a) holds. 
Every horizontal cross map h : E 4 F can be written as h = (xfE)-’ afF for some 
?I,(T E PerfDi) and the fE, fF E Span(D;). Therefore, h-‘(P n F) # (P n E) if and 
only if (zf;l)(P n E) # (af;‘)(P n F). We have shown that P is not saturated by 
any congruence generated by a horizontal cross map if and only if (b) holds. 
By Proposition 3.5, for any fixed n E Per(Di) and the fE E Span(Di), the vertical 
cross maps h E Ver(E) correspond bijectively to the vertical cross maps g = nfEh E 
Ver(Di), and, h-‘(PnDF) # (PnE) if and only if (xfE)-‘(PnE) # g-‘(PnD,b). We 
have shown that P is not saturated by any congruence generated by a vertical cross 
map if and only if (c) holds. 
Therefore, the conjunction of (at(c) is equivalent to P not being saturated by any 
minimal congruence on M. 0 
Theorem 3.14. A finite monoid M is syntactic if and only if 
1 Ver(Di)) + [Sat( + JCZ(Di)I . IPer(Di)I d2’Dz’ 
for all i = l,...,q. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.13, if P CM is disjunctive, then among the 21Df1 subsets of 
Di there are, by Propositions 3.7 and 3.8, exactly IVer(Di)l sets g-‘(P n 0:) for 
g E Ver(Di) not saturated by any Di-congnuxx, each distinct from every one of 
the ICI(Di)l . IPer(Di)I sets (zfE)-‘(P n E) for rc E Per(Di) and fE E Span(Di) 
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not saturated by any Di-congruence, and ISat sets saturated by a Di-congruence, 
whence the inequalities. 
Let now the inequalities be satisfied. We will construct piecewise a disjunctive set 
PCM by induction on i = l,...,q. 
The first %class DI is the least one in the frame, thus CZ(D1) = (01) and CZ(D1) 
is not anchored. The inequality for i = 1 becomes iSat + 1 <21’11, so we can 
choose a subset PO, C Di not saturated by any Di-congruence. 
Assume that the sets PE 2 E have already been chosen for all C&classes E contained 
in the clusters CZ(Dl), . . . , CZ(Di_1). If Di is anchored then 0” E CZ(Dj) for some 
j < i, thus the set PBb has already been chosen. The action of Per(Di) on the set of 
all subsets S of Di not’saturated by any Di-congruence divides this set into orbits of the 
form {n(S); rr E Per(Di)}. By Proposition 3.8, all these orbits contain exactly IPer(Di)I 
sets. There are exactly IVer(Di)l/lPer(Di)l orbits containing all the sets g-‘(Pq”) for 
g E Ver(Di). The i-th inequality makes it possible to choose for every E E CZ(Di) 
a set Ss in one of the remaining orbits, in such a way that n(Ss) # SF for all 7t E 
Per(Di) and for any distinct E,F E CZ(Di). Finally, we set PE = f~(s,) for every 
fE E Span(D;). The set P = U{PD; D E M/9} satisfies the conditions of Proposition 
3.13, thus P is disjunctive. Cl 
4. Algorithms 
Throughout, M denotes a finite monoid of size ]A41 = n, represented by a multipli- 
cation table. Some preliminary work must be done on M, in order to prepare suitable 
data structures. First of all, we have to find all minimal congruences a on M. This can 
be done, with the aid of an algorithm due to Demel et al. [2], in 0(n3) time. In fact, 
this task is the most time consuming, because all the rest of the preliminary work can 
be done in O(n*). 
Observing that the 9-classes of M coincide with the strongly connected components 
of the graph (M, {(a, ab), (a, ba); Q, b E M}), we can determine them, together with the 
frame order on M/9, by the algorithm of Tarjan [8]. To determine rank(D) for all 
D E M/23 is a standard matter. 
Going once through the generating pairs of all minimal congruences, we put edges 
on M/9 consisting of the pairs of 5%classes related by a horizontal cross-congruence. 
The connected components of the graph obtained in this way are the clusters of M. 
The clusters will be treated one after another, in the non-descending order of the rank 
of their %classes. To this end, we choose in each cluster one reference %class D and 
order the chosen 9-classes into a sequence D, , . . . , D4, such that rank(Di) <rank(Dj) 
for i < j. 
Finally, for each reference g-class D, we determine the sets Mic(D), Ver(D), Per(D), 
and fix a Span(D), according to Definition 3.11. 
This is the end of the preliminary work and we have by now all the input data for 
the algorithm SYNTACTIC(M) below, implementing the construction of a disjunctive set 
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P C A4 from the proof of Proposition 3.14. It uses a boolean variable Synt for ‘M is 
syntactic’, and a set variable P. At the end, if Synt is true then P is a disjunctive 
subset of M. 
Algorithm SYNTACTIC(M) 
begin 
P + 8; sjV%t +- TRUE; 
for i from 1 to q do 
CLUSTER(Di )
enddo 
return P and Synt 
end. 
The procedure CLUSTER(D) is called for a cluster represented by a reference $&class 
D, of size IDI = m, when all clusters of lesser rank have already been treated. Thus, 
if D is anchored and the preceding calls of the procedure have been successful, then 
the part P n Db has already been determined. The purpose of CLUSTER(D) is to extend, 
if possible, the current set P to C = U{E;E E Cl(D)}, so as to disjoin all minimal 
congruences a whose non-singleton classes are contained in C. The extension of P to 
E E Cl(D) is operated by choosing a suitable subset S of the reference g-class D and 
by adding to P the image &(S) by f~ E Span(D). A bad choice, for example of S 
of the form g-‘(P) for g E Ver(D) or of S saturated by some CI E A&c(D), must be 
forbidden. 
In order to facilitate access to information about subsets of D, we fix a linear order 
< on D (for example the one given by the list of elements of D). With regard to 
this order, any subset S G D can be sorted in O(m) time, m = IDI, into an increasing 
list at < a2 < ... < a, of its elements. We can then represent S by a node [S] in 
a special rooted tree, Tree(D), initially empty, with the edges of the path from the 
root to [S] labelled by the sequence at,. . . ,a,. If Tree(D) is empty then to represent 
the empty set 0 in Tree(D) means to create a new node [0], the root of Tree(D). If 
a non-void S = (at , . . . , a,) is not represented then to represent S means to represent 
T = S\maxS = (at , . . . , a,_ I), to create a new node [S] and to link it to [T] by a new 
edge [T] 3 [S]. Thus, an s-subset S of D can be both represented and its node [S] 
accessed in Tree(D) in O(s) time. The same time is used by the procedure FORBID(S) 
which represents S in Tree(D) and marks [S] forbidden. 
Let Ys(D) denote the set of all s-subsets of D, ordered lexicographically. Thus, 
if D = (dl , . . . ,dm), then the first and the last element of g(D) are minps(D) = 
(d t,...,d,) max%(D) = (d,-,+I ,..., d,), respectively. The function NEXT furnishes, 
in O(s) time, the lexicographic successor NEXT(S) of any s-subset of D distinct from 
maxYs(D), and NEXT(S) = NIL for S = maxYs(D). 
Let Sat 9$(D) denote the set of all sets S E Ys(D) saturated by some a E Me(D). 
The search of suitable sets in gs(D) is prepared by forbidding all those contained in 
Sat Ys(D). 
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Procedure CLUSTER(D); 
begin 
(1) if Synt = TRUE then 
Tree(D) + empty 
forall y E Ver(D) do 
FORBID@-‘(P)); 
enddo 





























while Spun(D) # 0 and s d m do 
forall S E Sat z.(D) do 
FORBID(S); 
enddo 
S c- min g(D); 
while Span(D) # 8 and S # NIL do 
while S # NIL or S is forbidden do 
S + NEXT(S) 
enddo 
if S # NIL then 
choose fE E Span(D); 
P + P u fEW 
Span(D) + Spun(D) \ {fE); 
forall x E Per(D) do 







if Spnn(D) # 0 then .Synt &FALSE endif 
endif 
end. 
The correctness of SYNTACTIC(M) is justified by Propositions 3.13 and 3.14. However, 
as far as complexity is concerned, we are able to establish polynomial time only for 
the following class of monoids. 
Definition 4.1. A minimal D-congruence x on M is uniform if the non-singleton classes 
of Y are all of the same size and their union is D. 
A monoid M is .%uniform if for all D E M/9 the minimal D-congruences are 
uniform. 
Lemma 4.2. Let D be a %class of M, of size (D( = m, such that all minimal 
D-congruences are uniform. Then there is ut most m - 1 minimal D-congruences, 
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and, 
7 m 
ISat g’,(D)1 < - 
0 10 s 
for 3 ds6m - 3, 
lSat9$(D)I = O(m’) for O<s63 or m - 36s<m. 
Proof. For an arbitrary a E D, every D-congruence contains a pair in {(a, b); b E 
D, b # a} and each one of these m - 1 pairs belongs to at most one D-congruence. 
One minimal D-congruence each of whose non-singleton classes has k elements 
saturates (y/i) s-subsets S of D, thus (SatPs(D)I Qm(‘$). Now, it is easy to verify 
that for 36s<m-3, it holds rn(~/~)<$(~). 
For O<s<3, Sat Ps(D) consists of single classes of those CI E A&(D) which have 
the non-singleton classes of size s. There are at most m - 1 such CI, each having m/s 
classes. For m - 3 ds <m, Sat Ps(D) consists of the complements of the single classes 
of these c(. 0 
Theorem 4.3. On the class of %uniform monoids, algorithm SYNTACTIC(M) can be 
implemented so as to use 0(n2) time. Consequently, the SYNTACTIC MONOID 
problem can be solved, for this class of monoids, in 0(n3) time. 
Proof. The estimate is based on time analysis of CLUSTER(D), in terms of m = IDI, 
c = mJCZ(D)I, and a = JDbI (we have a = 0 if Cl(D) is not anchored). The same 
characteristics indexed by i, that is, mi, ci, ai, will be used for the reference %classes 
Di, i = 1 , . . , q of SYNTACTIC(M). 
Steps (1) (2), (6) and (28) take O(1) time. 
The loops (3)(5) does IVer(D)(,<a times the O(m) task of (4), hence it takes 
O(ma) time. 
Efficient implementation of (8)-( lo), in case of %uniform M, is done as follows. 
First of all, we represent every a E A&c(D) by a list of its non-singleton classes 
AI,...,A,/Q,), where k(a) is the size of (any one of) the classes, each class Ai is 
represented by an increasing list of its elements, and, the classes are ordered in such 
a way that minAi < minAj for i < j. Such a representation can be obtained for one 
c( in O(m) time, thus for all CI E MC(D) in 0(m2) time. 
Let s # 0 be divided by k(a), CI E Me(D), and, let Sat,9$(D) denote the set of 
all sets S E ys(D) saturated by M. Let each one of these sets S be represented by an 
increasing list of its elements and by a pointer to the a-class A with the greatest minA 
among those contained in S. A representation of Sat&(D) is a list of representations 
of its members. By definition, a representation of Sut,Po(D) is {0}, with a pointer to 
the head of the list of sr-classes. 
A representation of each one of S E Sat,%(D) is obtained by merging a representa- 
tion of some T E SUt,??-k(rj(D), with a pointer to the a-class B, and some a-class A 
such that min B < min A, and by setting the pointer for S to point to A. Consequently, 
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we get a representation of every S E SatpY(D) in O(s) time, which is also the time 
used by (9) to forbid S. 
Using the estimation of Lemma 4.2, the time spent on (8)-( 10) for a particular s is 
O(s(T) 1 for 3 < s < m - 3, and 0(m2) for 0~~63 or m - 36sGm. 
Let t + 1 be the value of s at (27), that is to say, t is the biggest size of a subset 
S of D examined by CLUSTER(D). 
By the above, the time spent for all runs of (8)-( 10) is pFoportiona1 to 
m2+,g(:) =q-:+ (;I:,(::))l). 
Steps (13)-( 15) consume O(s) time and are repeated at most (y) times for each 
particular size 0 <s < t, hence the overall time spent on all runs of (13)-( 15) is pro- 
portional to 
Among the sets S examined by CLUSTER(D), there are by Lemma 4.2 at least 
sets not saturated by any x E MC(D), thus at least 
suitable sets (used to extend P). Each one of the suitable sets eliminates in step (19) 
one member of Spun(D), hence there comes up at most /C/(D)1 of suitable sets. Putting 
things together we get 
f-l m 
4) = O(c + v=3 s 
We conclude that the 
O((c + a>2>. 
Steps (16)--(24) are 
a>. 
overall time spent on all runs of (8)-( 10) and ( 13)-( 15) is 
carried out for ICl(D)l suitable sets S, thus c/m times. Steps 
(21), (22) use O(m) time and are repeated in (20~(23) IPer(D)lGm times, whence 
the overall time O(cm) for (16)-(24). 
Putting all the pieces together, the time used by CLUSTER(D) is O(m(a + c) + (a + 
c)~) = O((~+C)~). Summing up over all clusters, we get the time 0(CTZ,((ai+ci)2) = 
O(n2) for SYNTACTIC(M), because cy=, ai bn = Cy=, c,. 0 
The reader may ask what is the point of implementing SYNTACTIC(M) in O(n2) time, 
while the determination of the minimal congruences is more demanding. The reason 
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is that the monoids in which all Green’s relations coincide, called below (9 = X)- 
monoids, are not only %uniform, but, as we show in the next section, the minimal 
congruences on them can be determined in 0(n2) time. 
5. Minimal congruences on (9 = Z)-monoids 
Throughout, M denotes a (9 = X)-monoid of size n. 
For every a E M and S, T G A4, let I,+v,~ and p=,s,~ denote the equivalences on S 
defined by 
@,Y) E b,T @ (way) E (T x T) U AM 
and 
(.x, u> E pa,S,T @ ha, yu) E (T x T) U AM, 
respectively. Pose 
&,T = f-) &,S,T, pS,T = f-) Pu,S,T, k,T = &,T n&T. 
UEM &M 
Proposition 5.1. The equivalence pS,T on S can be determined in Ofsn) time, where 
s = ISI and n = IMI. 
Proof. The following algorithm determines the partition S/p.s~. 
Algorithm Mu(S, T); 
begin 
fi + IS>; 




return ll end. 
It uses the procedure 
Procedure A-hFINE(a, n); 
forall A E IZ do 
n + L’ \ (4; 
ZI + U U A/l,p,~; 
enddo 
and the dual procedure p-hFINE(U,n). 
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The variable partition Il is all the time a partition of S. To determine the partition 
A/&J and to replace by it the set A in IZ takes 0( IAI) time, hence every one of IZ calls 
of A-REFINE(U, II) and p-REFINE(U, Z7) costs O(s) time. The time O(sn) for Mu(S, T) 
follows. 0 
Corollary 5.2. Let M be a (9 = X)-monoid. Then M is 23-uniform, and, all minimal 
congruences M on M such that c( C 23 can be determined in O(n2) time. 
Proof. Consider a 9-class D E M/9 of size IDI = m. Fixing a E D and choosing 
for every x E D some I, E M such that 1,a = x, we can define a Schiitzenberger 
group G = (D, *) by x*y = 1, y for x, y E D. Every minimal D-congruence c1 restricts 
to a congruence a f’ (D x D) of G, hence is uniform. One of the algorithms devised 
by Demel et al. [2] determines all minimal congruences on G in 0(m2) time. Now, a 
minimal congruence 0 on G determines a minimal D-congruence 6 U AX if and only 
if 0 C ~o,D. By Lemma 5.1, PL~,D can be determined in O(mn) time. 0 
Define an equivalence E on M by 
(a,b) E i: @ hz,M.0 = Ab.M,O and Pa,M,0 = Pb,M,0. 
Lemma 5.3. For any two elements a, b E M belonging to the same X-class, aXb, 
we have (a, b) E E. 
Proof. Just observe that 
(s, t) E &,M,0 @ as = at. 0 
In view of this lemma, we can define for every g-class D of M the clan of D as 
the set of %classes, 
Clan(D) = {E E M/9%; rank(D) = rank(E), IDI = IEl, ash for all a, b E D U E}. 
Proposition 5.4. Let a and b belong to two distinct GZ-classes D and E of a (9 = X)- 
monoid M, respectively. For every x E D, let lx, r, E M be such that I,a = ar_x = x. 
Then the congruence CI generated by (a, b) is a minimal horizontal cross congruence 
if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) D and E belong to the same clan Clan(D) = Clan(E), 
(ii) (a,b) E uc,c for C = IJ Clan(D), 
(iii) Vx E D(l,b = br,). 
Proof. As we know from Section 3, c( is a minimal horizontal cross congruence if and 
only if 
Vs, t E M (sat $! D or sbt $! E =+ sat = sbt) (1) 
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and 
Vs, t, u, v E M (sat = uav H sbt = ubu). (2) 
Condition (1) implies rank(D) = rank(E); condition (2) means that CI n (D x E) is a 
bijection of D onto E, whence (DJ = IEl. 
We claim that (1) and (2) are equivalent to the conjunction of the following condi- 
tions: 
Vs’sM(sa$DorsbeE+sa=sb), 





Vt,s E M (sa = at ti sb = bt). (7) 
Indeed, it is straightforward that (1) implies (3) and (4), and, (2) implies (5)-(7). 
We show that (3) and (4) imply (1): Assume that sat 4 D. Then sa 4 D or at +T! D, 
because 9 = X is a congruence on M. If sa 6 D then by (3) sa = sb, hence 
sat = sbt. If at $ D then by (4) at = bt, hence sat = sbt. By symmetry, we get the 
same conclusion assuming that sbt $! E. 
We show that (1) and (7) imply (2): Assume that sat = uau. If sat = uav $ D then 
by (1) sat = sbt and uav = ubv, thus sbt = ubv. If sat = uav E D then at, ua E D. 
Setting x = I,, and y = r,,! we get at = xa and ua = ay. By (7) we have then 
bt = xb and ub = by, hence sbt = sxb and ubv = byv. Moreover, at = xa and ua = ay 
imply (sx)a = sat = uav = a(yv), hence by (7) we get sxb = byv. With sbt = sxb and 
ubv = byv, we get finally sbt = ubv. We have proved that sat = uav implies sbt = ubv. 
The converse implication follows by symmetry. 
Our next aim is to replace (7) by (iii) of the proposition. Certainly, (7) implies (iii). 
We now show that (l), (5) (6), and (iii) imply (7): 
If sa = au $! D then by (1) we get sb = bv. By symmetry, if sb = bv $ E then 
sa = au. 
Let sa = au = x E D. Then sa = lxa and au = ar,, whence by (5) and (6), sb = 1,b 
and bv = br,. By (iii), sb = bv. 
Let sb = bv E E, sa = x, and au = y. Then x,y E D, sa = l,a, and au = arY, 
whence by (5) and (6), sb = 1,b and bv = br,. By sb = bv and (iii), br, = 1,b = br,, 
whence by (6) au = ar, = ar, = sa. 
We have shown that (a, b) generates a minimal cross congruence if and only if 
conditions (l), (5), (6) and (iii) are satisfied. But these conditions are equivalent to 
(i)-(iii). 0 
Corollary 5.5. All minimal horizontal cross congruences on a (9 = Z)-monoid M 
can be determined in O(n*) time. 
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Proof. Clearly, the clans of M can be determined in O(n2) time. By Proposition 5.1, 
also all congruences ~C,C for the clans C of M can be determined in 0(n2) time. 
For every g-class D of M and for every x E D, let us choose a reference point 
ao E D and elements l,,r, E M such that l,an = aDrx = x. Again, such elements can 
be found in O(n2) time. 
By Proposition 5.4, a pair of the form (a~,b) generates a minimal horizontal cross 
congruence if and only if b E E E Clan(D), for some E, and 1,b = br, for all 
x E D. To test one pair (a~, b), and generate the congruence if the test is positive, 
takes O(m) time for m = IDI. To test all pairs (an,b) for a fixed aD and variable 
b E C = U Clan(D) takes O(mc) time for c = ICI. This test must be repeated for c/m 
reference points in the 6%classes of Clan(D), in order to determine all minimal cross 
congruences whose non-singleton classes are contained in C. Thus one clan is treated 
in 0(c2) time, and all clans of M in O(n2) time. 0 
Proposition 5.6. Let a and b belong to two distinct 9-classes D and E ofa (9 = X)- 
monoid M, respectively, and let E be a unique 9-class covered by D in the frame. 
For every x E D, let I,, r, E M be such that 1,a = ar, = x. Then the congruence c( 
generated by (a, b) is a minimal vertical cross congruence fund only tf the following 
conditions hold 
(a) for all s E M (sa 61 D or sb 6 E + sa = sb) und (as @ D or bs 6 E + as = bs), 
(b) &,M,II c &,M,0 and /)n.M,A c Pb,M,L’h 
(c) for all x E D, (1,b = br,). 
Moreover, cf x is a minimal congruence then we have sa = s2a = b or as = as2 = b 
for some s E M. Consequently, there is no minimal vertical congruence generated by 
a pair (a,~) with c # b. 
Proof. Analogously as in proof of Proposition 5.5, one shows that (a)-(c) are equiv- 
alent to the two conditions 
‘ds, t E M (sat 4 Dor sbt 4 E + sat = sbt) 
and 
Vs, t, u, v E M (sat = uav =S sbt = ubv) 
which characterize a pair (a, b) generating a minimal vertical cross congruence. 
Let (a, b) be such a pair. Since E is covered by D, there must be s E M such that 
either sa = b or as = b. Assume that sa = b. Then by (a) sb = b = sa = s2a. It 
follows that the left translation by s acts on D as the vertical cross map contained in 
SI, and acts as identity on E. Consequently, any pair (a,~) with c E E and c # b is 
taken to (sa,sc) = (b, c), hence (a,~) cannot generate a minimal congruence. q 
Corollary 5.7. All minimal vertical cross congruences on a (9 = X)-monoid M can 
be determined in 0(n2) time. 
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Proof. Clearly, it is possible to find in O(n*) time all pairs (D,E) of 9%classes such 
that E is a unique g-class covered by D in the frame. For every such pair (D,E), 
choose a reference point aD E D and test all s E M for saD = s*aD E E or a@ = 
aDs2 E E. If there iS such s, say, saD = s*aD = b E E, then (a&b) may generate a 
minimal congruence. In order to check up this, choose for every x E D some elements 
l,,r, E M such that lXaD = aD?“, = x and verify conditions (a)-(c) of Proposition 5.6. 
It is easily seen that the verifications of (a), (b) take O(n) time, and that of (c) O(jDi) 
time. The number of pairs (D,E) which must be examined is less than n, whence the 
estimate. 0 
Combining the three corollaries and Theorem 4.3, we obtain the following. 
Theorem 5.8. The minimal congruences on a (9 = X)-monoid M can be determined 
in 0(n2) time. As M is %uniform, the SYNTACTIC MONOID problem can be solved 
in O(n*) time on the class of (9 = X)-monoids. 
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